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Abstract— With the ever increasing deployment and usage
of gigabit networks, traditional network anomaly detection
based Intrusion Detection Systems have not scaled accordingly.
Most, if not all, systems deployed assume the availability of
complete and clean data for the purpose of intrusion detection.
We contend that this assumption is not valid. Factors like
noise in the audit data, mobility of the nodes and the large
amount of network data generated by the network make it
difficult to build a normal traffic profile of the network for
the purpose of anomaly detection. From this perspective, we
present an anomaly detection scheme, called SCAN (Stochastic
Clustering Algorithm for Network anomaly detection), that
has the capability to detect intrusions with high accuracy even
when audit data is not complete. We use the Expectation–
Maximization algorithm to cluster the incoming audit data
and compute the missing values in the audit data. We im-
prove the speed of convergence of the clustering process by
using Bloom filters and data summaries. We evaluate SCAN
using the 1999 DARPA/Lincoln Laboratory intrusion detection
evaluation dataset.

1. Introduction

With the Internet having evolved in leaps and bounds
over the past decade, most Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) have not been able to keep up with the advances in
high speed networking. IDS products, currently deployed in
gigabit networks, need significant improvements before they
can offer adequate protection against attacks. A majority of
the products in the market today can detect less than half
of the attacks directed at them, even though many of those
attacks are well documented [18].

In this paper, our focus is on network anomaly detection in
a large, high volume and high speed enterprise network. Our
particular interest is on the detection of network anomalies
when complete network audit data is not available. An
anomaly detection system builds a normal profile of the
network and then detects deviations from normal usage pat-
terns. Traditionally anomaly detection systems have relied
on the availability ofclean and completedata for analysis.
This, however, is not a valid assumption. For example, in
high speed gigabit networks it is impractical to store, classify
and label network traffic to create a normal profile because
of the large volume of network traffic. Another example
can be seen in Mobile and Ad hoc Networks (MANETs).
Mobility, sleep patterns of mobile devices and other char-
acteristics unique to MANETs, prevent the collection of
complete network data for analysis.

In this paper, we describe and evaluate SCAN (Stochastic
Clustering Algorithm for Network anomaly detection), an
unsupervised network anomaly detection scheme. At the
core of SCAN is a stochastic clustering algorithm which
is based on an improved version of the Expectation–
Maximization (EM) algorithm [5]. The EM algorithm’s

speed of convergence was accelerated by using a combina-
tion of Bloom filters, data summaries and associated arrays.
The clustering approach that we propose can be used to
process incomplete and unlabelled data. To the best of our
knowledge, there have been no prior attempts to investigate
the effects of incomplete datasets in anomaly detection. The
salient features of SCAN are:

• Improvements in speed of convergence: We use a com-
bination of data summaries, Bloom filters and arrays to
accelerate the rate of convergence of the EM algorithm.

• Ability to detect anomalies in the absence of complete
audit data: We use SCAN to detect anomalies in net-
work traffic in the absence of complete audit data. The
improved EM clustering algorithm—which forms the
core of SCAN—is used to compute the missing values
in the audit dataset. The advantage of using the EM
algorithm is that unlike other imputation techniques,
EM computes the maximum likelihood estimates in
parametric models based on prior information.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review related work. Section 3 describes
the system model and the clustering algorithm used by
SCAN. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of SCAN.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Network anomaly detection systems, such as NIDES [1],
learn a statistical model of normal network traffic and flag
deviations from this model. NIDES uses a frequency-based
model in which the probability of an event is estimated by
its average frequency during training. The model is based on
the distribution of source and destination IP addresses and
ports per transaction. NIDES models ports and addresses,
flagging differences between short and long term behavior.

PHAD (Packet Header Anomaly Detector) [12], LERAD
(LEarning Rules for Anomaly Detection) [13] and ALAD
(Application Layer Anomaly Detector) [14] use time-based
models in which the probability of an event depends on the
time since it last occurred. For each attribute, the aforemen-
tioned schemes collect a set of allowed values and flag novel
values as anomalous. PHAD, ALAD, and LERAD differ in
the attributes that they monitor. PHAD monitors 33 attributes
from the Ethernet, IP and transport-layer packet headers.
ALAD models incoming server TCP requests: source and
destination IP addresses and ports, opening and closing TCP
flags, and the list of commands (the first word on each line)
in the application payload. Depending on the attribute, it
builds separate models for each target host, port number
(service), or host/port combination. LERAD also models
TCP connections.



In network intrusion detection, the network traffic that
is available is primarily categorical1. Many of the clustering
approaches that process categorical data, such as ROCK [8],
are often resource intensive. For example, ROCK has a high
computational cost and requires sampling in order to scale
to large datasets. Unsupervised approaches2 for detecting
outliers in large dataset have been proposed [9], [17], but
these approaches are primarily based on ordered data.

The idea to improve EM to work with large datasets is not
new. The most important previous work comes from the ma-
chine learning community. Nealet al. [15] introduce the idea
of using sufficient statistics3. In this work, the authors ana-
lyze several variants of EM, conceptualizing the logarithmic-
likelihood optimization as an optimization of an energy
function. The key idea behind one of the variants presented
in their work is to use sufficient statistics. They describe a
simple mixture problem with a dimensionality of one and a
cluster size of two. They also show experimental evidence
of the superiority of their approach. However, their study is
incomplete as it does not address the problem of clustering
large datasets with high dimensionality. Problems relatedto
numerical stability, proper initialization, and outlier handling
are not addressed in their work either. In [3], Bradley et
al. present a scalable EM (SEM) algorithm that iterates in
memory and also summarizes points through their sufficient
statistics. To avoid locally optimal solutions, they re-seed
empty clusters and estimate several models concurrently,
sharing information across models. The scheme presented by
the authors, requires the user to specify what fraction of the
working buffer should be from the entire database. The value
for this parameter is typically 1%. The authors, however, do
not explain why this value gives the best results. BIRCH
[19] and newer extensions of the classical EM algorithm
[3], [16] use data summarization to accelerate convergence.

3. System Model and Design

In this section, we describe the system model (see Fig. 1)
and outline the design philosophy behind SCAN. SCAN has
three major components:

1) Online Sampling and Flow Aggregation
2) Clustering and Data Reduction
3) Anomaly Detection

We describe each unit in detail below.

3.1 Online Sampling and Flow Aggregation

In this module, network traffic is sampled and classified
into flows. In the context of SCAN, aflow is all the con-
nections with a particular destination IP address and a port
number combination. The measurement and characterization
of the sampled data proceeds in time slices. We process
the sampled packets intoconnection records. Because of its
compact size as compared to other types of records (e.g.,
packet logs), connection records are appropriate for data
analysis. Connection records provide the following fields:

(SrcIP,SrcPort,DstIP,DstPort,ConnStatus,Proto,Duration)

Each field can be used to correlate network traffic data and
extract intrinsic features of each connection.

1Categorical data is data that fits into a small number of discrete categories.
2A learning approach in which the system parameters are adapted using only the

information of the input and are constrained by pre-specified internal rules. It is
distinguished from a supervised approach by the fact that there is noa priori output.

3A quantity T(X) that depends on the (observable) random variableX but not on
the (unobservable) parameterθ is called a statistic. A sufficient statistic captures all
of the information inX that is relevant to the estimation ofθ.

Fig. 1: System model.

We employ a very simple flow aggregation algorithm (see
Fig. 2). Bloom filters [2] and associated arrays are used to
store, retrieve and run membership queries on incoming flow
data in a given time slice. When a packet is sampled, we
first identify the flow the packet belongs to by executing a
membership query in the Bloom filter based on theflow ID 4.
If an existing flow ID cannot be found, a newflow ID is
generated based on the information from the connection
record. This is called theinsertion phase. If the flow ID
exists, the corresponding flow array is updated. If theflow
ID does not exist, we run theflow ID through each of the
k hash functions (that form a part of the Bloom filter), and
use the result as an offset into the bit vector, turning on the
bit we find at that position. If the bit is already set, we leave
it on.

Fig. 2: Online sampling and flow aggregation algorithm.

Bloom filters were first proposed in [2] as a space effi-
cient data structure for answering approximate membership
queries over a given set. One drawback of Bloom filters is
the risk of false positives (i.e., returning a “yes” indicating

4Theflow ID is a unique ID that is generated from a combination of the destination
IP address and the destination port number.



that a given element is in the set when it is not). The false
positive probability is a function of the length of the filter
and the number of items stored in it.

To succinctly represent a setS = {x1,x2, ...,xn} of n
elements and support membership queries, we first select
an arrayA consisting ofm 1-bit elements and initialize it to
zero. In addition, we selectk distinct hash functionsh1, ...,hk
each with a range of [1,m]. During the insertion phase, for
each elementx ∈ S, the bits at the positionh1(x), ...,hk(x)
in A are set to 1. In thequery phase, to check if an
elementy is in S, we check the value of the bits at positions
h1(y), ...,hk(y) in A. The answer to the query is ayes if all
of these bits are one andno otherwise.

3.2 Clustering and Data Reduction

The goal of clustering is to divide flows into natural
groups. The instances contained in a cluster are considered
to be similar to one another according to some metric
based on the underlying domain from which the instances
are drawn. A stochastic clustering method (such as the
EM algorithm) assigns a data point to each group with a
certain probability. Such statistical approaches make sense
in practical situations where no amount of training data is
sufficient to make a completely firm decision about cluster
memberships.

Stochastic clustering algorithms aim to find the most
likely set of clusters given the training data and prior
expectations. The underlying model, used in the stochastic
clustering algorithm, is called afinite mixture model. A
mixture is a set of probability distributions—one for each
cluster—that models the attribute values of the members of
that cluster.

In the finite mixture model under consideration, we con-
sider a scenario where we assume that the distributionT
that describes incoming network traffic5 to a servers is
distributed as a mixture of two populations [6]: anormal
(N) distribution and ananomalous(A) distribution such
that the ith traffic element6, xi , in a given time slicet is
generated from thenormal distributionN with a probability
of p or from ananomalousdistributionA with a probability
of 1− p. In other words,

T = pN+(1− p)A. (1)

During the training phase, we set the baseline activity profile
assuming that all incoming traffic elements are generated
from the normal distributionN.

3.2.1 EM Algorithm-Based Clustering Algorithm

We use the EM algorithm (see Fig. 3) to cluster data. The
EM algorithm is a general method of finding the maximum-
likelihood estimate of the parameters of a distribution from a
given data set when the dataset has missing values. For this
discussion, let us assume that we have a density function
P(Z|Θ) that is governed by the set of parametersΘ. In
addition, we have a dataset of sizen drawn from this
distribution,Z = {z1, ...,zn}. The functionL(Θ|Z) is called
the likelihood function and is defined as the likelihood of
the parameters given the dataset, i.e.,

L(Θ|Z) = P(Z|Θ) =
n

∏
i=1

P(zi |Θ) (2)

5It should be pointed out here that the incoming traffic could be composed ofeither
packets, flows or connections.

6The termtraffic elementis used to denote any of the elements in one connection
record.

In a maximum likelihood problem, our goal is to findΘ that
maximizesL.

The EM algorithm starts with an initial guess for the
parameters of the mixture model for each cluster and then
iteratively applies a process, viz., theExpectation Step(E)
and theMaximization Step(M), in order to converge to the
maximum likelihood fit. In the E-step, the EM algorithm first
finds the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihood,
given the observed data and the parameter estimates. In
the M-step, the EM algorithm maximizes the expectation
computed in the E-step. The two steps of the EM algorithm

Input: Dataset D and initial estimates
Output: Clustered set of data points.
Algorithm:

a) Initialize: Set an initial guess for the probability
p to an arbitrary non-singular choice p[0]

j
b) Iterate: At step k

i) E Step: Determine cluster memberships. Compute
the sufficient statistics, assuming the parameter
values p[k]

j .

ii) M Step: Derive p[k+1]
j as a maximum likelihood

estimate based on the sufficient statistics
collected in the E-Step

Score clustering and save if best seen so far
c) Terminate: Terminate when

1. The difference in the log-likelihood between two
consecutive steps

L(T, p[k+1]
j )−L(T, p[k]

j ) ≤ ε.

where L() is the likelihood function
and ε is the accuracy threshold(We use ε=10−3)

OR
2. Number of iterations = N (We use N=100),

whichever comes first

Fig. 3: EM algorithm for clustering.

are repeated until an increase in the log-likelihood of the
data, given the current model, is less than the accuracy
thresholdε.

The EM algorithm isguaranteedto converge to a local
maximum which may or may not be the same as the global
maximum. Typically, the EM algorithm is executed multiple
times with different initial settings for the parameter values.
Then a given data point is assigned to the cluster with the
largest log-likelihood score.

The classical EM algorithm does have a few disadvan-
tages. In general, the algorithm is hard to initialize and
the quality of the final solution depends on the quality of
the initial solution. It may also converge to a poor locally
optimal solution. This means that a solution may be accept-
able, but is far from the optimal one. The EM algorithm
needs an unknown number of iterations to converge to a
good solution. That is, it is hard to set a threshold on
the maximum number of iterations that works. The EM
algorithm, therefore, usually requires several passes over a
dataset.

3.2.2 Data Summaries for Data Reduction

Our aim was to design a clustering algorithm which is
fast and requires only a few passes over the data. The data
space is assumed to contain data points with both numerical
and categorical attributes. The attributes of each data point
are thewords from the corresponding audit file line. Note
that we are using the termword to loosely describe a
monitored attribute (e.g., IP addresses, port numbers, etc.).
From the flow records that have been hashed and stored in
the Bloom filters and the associated arrays, we calculatedata



summaries(see Fig. 4) for every time slice. Data reduction
techniques like sufficient statistics and data summaries are
often used to enhance the speed of convergence of the EM
algorithm [16].

• Flow Concentration Factor: Total number of TCP flows that havec as the
source,s as the destination server andp as the destination port in theith

time slice.
• Total number of data points per cluster: Number of points per cluster.
• Percentage of control packets: Percentage of control packets is specific to

an application. A change in the rate should identify an anomaly.
• Percentage of data packets
• Average flow duration over all flows
• Maximum number of flows to a particular service
• Average flow duration per destination
• Sum of points: Sum of all the pointsyi in the j th clusterYj i.e.,

Sj = ∑
∀(yi ∈Yj )

yi (3)

• Sum of square of points: Sum of square of all the pointsyi in the j th cluster
Yj i.e.,

SSj = ∑
∀(yi ∈Yj )

(yiy
T
i ) (4)

• Percentage of same service to same host: Percentage of incoming traffic
that originates from a particular source port and terminates at a particular
destination IP address.

• Percentage of same host to same service: Percentage of incoming traffic that
originates from a particular source IP address and terminates at a particular
destination port.

• Resent rate: Number of bytes that have been resent. Control packets count
as one byte.

• The variance of the count of packets: This variance is an indicator of the
distribution of hosts contacted in a time interval. During the event of aport
scan, a high variance in the packet counts across all source-destination pairs
should reveal an unusual spread in the number of machines contacted in an
interval

• Wrong resent rate: Number of bytes that were sent even after being
acknowledged.

• Duplicate ACK rate: Number of duplicate acknowledgements received.
• Data bytes sent in either direction: Tracks the number of data bytes

exchanged per flow.

Fig. 4: Data summaries.

Our enhancements to the EM algorithm consist of three
stages:

• Stage I: At the end of each time slice, we make a
pass over the connection record dataset and build data
summaries. Data summaries are particularly important
in the EM algorithm framework as they reduce the
I/O time by avoiding repeated scans over the data.
In addition, data summaries allow periodic parameter
estimation as the records are being read. This enhances
the speed of convergence of the EM algorithm.

• Stage II: We make another pass over the dataset to build
cluster candidates using the data summaries collected
in the first stage. After the frequently appearing words
have been identified, the algorithm builds all cluster
candidates during this pass. The cluster candidates
are hashed and stored in Bloom filters and associated
arrays. The dataset is processed line by line. When a
line is found to belong to one or more dense regions
(i.e., one or more frequently appearing words have
been discovered in the line), a cluster candidate is
formed. This is the E-step of the EM algorithm, where
the cluster membership is determined. If the cluster
candidate is not present in the Bloom filter, it is inserted
into the filter with the value one. If the cluster candidate
is present in the Bloom filter, the corresponding value
in the array is incremented

• Stage III: Clusters are selected from the set of candi-
dates.

Learning steps (periodic M-steps) are used to accelerate con-
vergence. By using data summaries, the clustering algorithm
can run the M-step at different frequencies while scanning
the connection records. We can minimize the convergence
time by running the M-step after every point. Unfortunately,
the EM algorithm would not produce the globally optimal
solution in such a scenario. On the other hand, we can
produce a solution that is closer to the globally optimum
solution by executing the M-step after all then points
are read. This is, however, identical to the classical EM
algorithm and the convergence time would not be reduced.
Therefore, it is desirable to set the frequency of M-step
execution in between the two aforementioned cases, but
closer to the latter scenario. When a good approximation
to the solution has been reached, we can execute normal
EM iterations until the algorithm converges. During the final
step of the clustering algorithm, the Bloom filter and the
associated arrays are inspected, and the regions with values
equal or greater than the threshold value are reported by the
algorithm as clusters.

3.2.3 Handling Missing Data in a Dataset

The most appropriate way to handle incomplete datasets
can be determined if one can determine how the missing data
points got lost in the first place. Littleet al. [10] classify
missing data into three categories: Missing Completely at
Random (MCAR), Missing at Random (MAR) and non-
ignorable.

The technique of using the EM algorithm to handle
missing data is documented extensively in [10]. In the E-
step, SCAN computes the expected value of the complete
data’s log-likelihood value based on the complete data cases
and the clustering algorithm’s “best guess”. The actual
imputed values for the missing data points are not generated.
In the M-step, the clustering algorithm inserts the expected
values obtained from the E-step in place of the missing
data and then maximizes the likelihood function to obtain
new parameter estimates. The new parameter estimates
are substituted back into the E-step and a new M-step is
performed. The procedure iterates through these two steps
until convergence is obtained. Convergence occurs when the
difference in the parameter estimates from one iteration to
another becomes less than the accuracy thresholdε. The EM
algorithm-based technique is purportedly the best maximum
likelihood estimation technique for dealing with missing
data [11].

3.3 Anomaly Detection

The first task in an anomaly detection process isnetwork
baselining. Network baselining can be defined as the act
of measuring and rating the performance of a network.
Providing a network baseline requires evaluating the normal
network utilization, protocol usage, peak network utilization,
and average throughput of the network usage over a period
of time. Our approach to network baselining recognizes
the fact that any parametric model of network traffic is an
approximation to reality. Since our ultimate goal is anomaly
detection, which we formulate as detecting a marked change
in the baseline model parameters, we will not be solving
the more general problem of parameter estimation as an
intermediate step to anomaly detection.

In our model, elements of the network flow that are
anomalous are generated from the anomalous distribution
(A), and normal traffic elements are generated from the
normal distribution (N). Therefore, the process of detecting



anomalies involves determining whether the incoming flow
belongs to distributionA or distribution N. We use an
approach similar to [6] and calculate the likelihood of
the two cases to determine the distribution to which the
incoming flow belongs to. We assume that for normal traffic,
there exists a functionFN which takes as parameters the set
of normal elementsNt , at time t, and outputs a probability
distributionPNt over the dataT generated by distributionT.
Similarly, we have a functionFA for anomalous elements
which takes as parameters the set of anomalous elementsAt
and outputs a probability distributionPAt . Assuming thatp
is the probability with which an elementxt belongs toN,
the likelihoodLt of the distributionT at timet is defined as

Lt (T) =
n

∏
i=1

PT (xi)

=

[

(p)|Nt | ∏
xi∈Nt

PNt (xi)

][

(1− p)|At | ∏
x j∈At

PAt (x j)

]

(5)

The likelihood values are often calculated by taking the
natural logarithm of the likelihood rather than the likelihood
itself because likelihood values are often very small numbers
that are close to zero. We calculate the log-likelihood as
follows:

LLt (T) = |Nt | ln(p)+ ∑
xi∈Nt

lnPNt (xi)

+ |At | ln(1− p)+ ∑
x j∈At

lnPAt (x j) (6)

We measure the likelihood of each flow,xt , belong-
ing to a particular group by comparing the difference
LLt (T)−LLt−1 (T). If this difference is greater than some
valueα, we declare the flow anomalous. We repeat this pro-
cess for every flow in the time interval. Note that we have to
recompute the probability distributionsPNt (xt) and PAt (xt)
at every step because of changes in their distributions.

4. Simulation Results

We evaluated SCAN using the 1999 DARPA intrusion
detection evaluation data. The TCPDump files from the
DARPA dataset consist of hundreds of thousands of lines of
network data. Perl scripts were used to parse the TCPDump
files into connection records. The connection records were
then used to build the data summaries at the end of every
time interval. We also aggregated the incoming network
traffic into flows based on the flowID, and calculated various
network parameters (see Fig. 4) for every time interval
(duration of a time interval is 60 seconds). The resulting
flow records and the data summaries were stored in plain
text files, which were then used as inputs to the clustering
algorithm. SCAN was implemented in theMATLAB envi-
ronment.

4.1 Simulation Experiment Setup

Before we present the details of the simulation results, we
would like to set forth three important assumptions that we
have made. The primary assumptions of intrusion detection
are: user and/or network activities are observable and more
importantly, normal and intrusive activities have distinct be-
havior. In addition, we also assume that anomalous activity
forms a small percentage of total network activity.

We use the DARPA dataset to evaluate SCAN. The
DARPA dataset, despite its shortcomings, has been used

extensively in IDS research and is one of the few openly
available datasets. The dataset consists of five weeks of
TCPDump data. Data from week 1 and 3 consist of normal
attack-free network traffic. Week 2 data consists of network
traffic with labelled attacks. The week 4 and 5 data are
the “Test Data” and contain 201 instances of 58 different
unlabelled attacks, 177 of which are visible in the inside
TCPDump data7. We trained SCAN on the DARPA dataset
using week 1 and 3 data, then evaluated the detector on
weeks 4 and 5. Evaluation was done in an off-line manner.
For our experiments, we only used the inside TCPDump
data.The 1999 DARPA dataset has five classes of attacks,
viz., probes, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, user-to-root
attacks, remote-to-local attacks, and data attacks. In this
paper, we focus on DoS attacks.

For the purpose of anomaly detection, we first process the
data as mentioned in Section 3.1. Thereafter, we apply the
SCAN clustering technique to the DARPA dataset. During
the training phasewe set up a baseline of normal activity.
This is achieved by feeding the flow records and data
summaries, obtained after processing thenormalTCPDump
data, as inputs to the clustering algorithm. The cluster
boundaries that are obtained at the conclusion of this phase
gives us the “boundary” of a normal cluster.

The cluster centers, covariance matrices, and probabilities
for each cluster that are obtained during thetraining phase
are used as baseline inputs when SCAN is brought online.
This is the testing phase. As incoming network data is
processed and clustered by SCAN, any points that lie beyond
a cluster boundary are termed asoutliers. Based on the
tolerance level of the IDS and the relative distance of
the outliers from the cluster centers, the outliers will be
labelled as normal points or anomalies. In our simulations,
we assume that the tolerance level is zero, that is, during the
testing phase, any point that lies outside a cluster boundary
is considered an anomaly.

4.2 Simulation Results with Complete Audit Data

An IDS is evaluated on the basis of accuracy and ef-
ficiency. To judge the efficiency and accuracy of SCAN,
we use Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. An
ROC curve, which graphs therate of detectionversus the
false positive ratio, is one of the most widely used indicators
of performance in evaluating an IDS. Thefalse positive ratio
is defined as the fraction of normal traffic (in our case,
the fraction of all network flows) that is wrongly declared
anomalous.

The performance of SCAN at detecting a SSH Process
Table attack is shown in Fig. 5. The attack is similar to the
Process Table attack in that the goal of the attacker is to
cause theSSHDdaemon to spawn the maximum number of
processes that the operating system will allow.

In Fig. 6 the performance of SCAN at detecting a SYN
flood attack is evaluated. A SYN flood attack is a type of a
DoS attack. It occurs when an attacker makes a large number
of half-open connections to a given port of a server during
a short period of time. This causes the data structure in
the ‘tcpd’ daemon in the server to overflow. Due to the
buffer overflow, the system will be unable to accept any
new incoming connections till the queue empties.

We compared the performance of SCAN with that of the
K-Nearest Neighbors(KNN) clustering algorithm proposed

7The inside TCPDump data is the data collected by a sniffer located inside a
simulated military base.
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Fig. 5: ROC curve for SSH
Process Table attack detection.
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Fig. 6: ROC curve for SYN Flood
(Neptune) attack detection.
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Fig. 7: Accuracy of clustering vs
percentage of missing data.
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Fig. 8: ROC curve for SYN Flood
(Neptune) attack detection with

and without missing data.

in [7]. To classify a new datapoint, the KNN algorithm
finds theK-nearest neighbors among the training data, and
uses the categories of theK-nearest neighbors to weight the
category candidates. The KNN method assumes all instances
correspond to points in ann-dimensional space. The nearest
neighbors of an instance are defined in terms of the standard
Euclidean distance. Comparisons of the ROC curves seen in
Fig. 5 and 6 with the results obtained in [7] suggests that
SCAN outperforms the KNN algorithm. The two techniques
are similar to each other in that both are unsupervised
techniques that work with unlabelled data.

4.3 Effect of Missing Data

In the simulations, we assume that the missing data
are missing at random (MAR). To introduceN% missing
features to a data set ofD records, each of which hasF
features, we select randomly⌊(N×D×F)/100⌋ records.
For each selected record, we delete a randomly chosen
feature to obtain a MAR dataset.

Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of clustering8 versus percentage
of missing data. It can be seen that even with 10% missing
data, the accuracy of clustering is in the high eighties. As
expected, we see that the accuracy of clustering as well as
the performance of the anomaly detection scheme degrades
with increasing percentage of missing data. In Fig. 8, we
plot SCAN’s ROC curves for when complete audit data is
available and for when 5% of the audit data is missing.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an anomaly detection
scheme—called SCAN—that uses an enhanced EM clus-
tering algorithm to cluster incoming network traffic. We
evaluated SCAN’s performance using the 1999 DARPA
intrusion detection dataset. The salient features of SCAN
include:

• The ability to detect anomalous network events with
relatively high accuracy in the absence of complete
audit data.

• Improvement in the clustering algorithm’s convergence
speed which was achieved by using a combination of
data summaries, Bloom filters and associated arrays.

As part of our future work, we plan to investigate the
feasibility of applying SCAN for real-time or near real-time
anomaly detection. Another aspect of anomaly detection that
we would like to explore isnetwork trend prediction. We
plan to study a dynamic Bayesian network based temporal
detection paradigm that uses the collected data summaries
for long term network trend prediction and rule adaptation.

8Accuracy of clustering is measured as the average percentage of correctly
classified data over multiple runs.
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